Flagship Fellowships
for AY 2022-23

Gavkhar Abdurokhmonova  
*Human Development & Quantitative Methodology*

Morgan Anvari  
*Psychology*

Carolina Batista  
*Government and Politics*

Mariom Carvajal  
*Entomology*

Alex Alvin Cheung  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Amber Colquhoun  
*Government and Politics*

Andrew Connelly  
*Physics*

Paige Didier  
*Psychology*

Loretta Eboigbe  
*Psychology*

Sarah Endyke  
*Marine Estuarine Environmental Sciences*

Teresa Garcia  
*Human Development & Quantitative Methodology*

Wenqing Huangfu  
*Government and Politics*

Deonte Hughes  
*Sociology*

Nora Jameson  
*Epidemiology and Biostatistics*

Angshuman Kashyap  
*Behavioral and Community Health*

Carla McGinnis  
*American Studies*

Giang Nguyen  
*History*

Noriko Okada  
*Art History*

Ellen Roche  
*Neuroscience and Cognitive Science*

Ella Rockafellow  
*Physics*

Bryan Shannon  
*Behavioral and Community Health*

Prajwal Singhania  
*Computer Science*

Utku Turk  
*Linguistics*

Kajwan Ziaoddini  
*Music*